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So Much for the "Young Giant" Image LETTERSê BSI The OcétoatièGazette A Rhodesian View 
of Canada

by ALLAN ABBOTT

e
...Finkus Dalhousianus...

Sir:
.......................  DENIS STAIRS
.......................... MIKE KIRBY
............ GEORGE MARTELI.
.......................  BOB DAVISON
........................ Betty Archibald

.........................  Dave Nicholson Mr. Abbott, who makes his home in Salisbury,

..................................Jim Hurley ÆHk Southern Rhodesia, is a Political Science student at j refer_ of course, to those gung-
..............................Joel Jacobson Dalhousie. Serving in the British Army and the De- ho Dalhousie high school students

Bobbie Wood W 1 fence force of Rhodesia he has travelled in Africa, and Snde-rule simians, who boot
Sharon Blackburn ^ Europe and North America, and is particularly well hods, to the everlasting honour of

Peter Outhit I acquainted with East Africa. Rhodesia and South tbjs colege, down the scenic high-
Frank Cappell, Sue Herman 1 t- Africa. Irritated by “ill considered’ attacks on South

Tan MacKenzie AÈÊ*’ i African policies in the local press, he hopes this
Brian Backman article may give him a chance to get in a few in-

Jim Hurley nings of his own regarding Canada. However, he adds for the reputation of this university
Sandra Greenleaf .4: his remarks should not be taken with all the ser- enabled them to transcend the fact

PhiliD Am vs Joan Stewart Henry Muggah, Peter WÊËë Æk .. , iousness of a Canada Council study on Canadiana, that piffling colleges such as McGill,
Snencer Bill' Dennis Mary Doody, Jan Martell, Jim W assuming, of course, that Canada Council is taken Toronto and the like were so afraid
Bates Ralph Ferguson, Marilyn Withrow seriously. that they ignored the very existence

Gerrv Irwin, Blair Green, Brian Creighton, Jamie ...... , . , ,, . T of thls contest- °Lir b°ys accepted
Richardson. Wayne Beaton, Albert Bartlett, Linda Canada is SO frequently criticized by outsiders that 1 the challenge of the huge Acadia
Lee. Linda’Stoker, Linda Ramsay, Jean Hattie, Kay haslâtate in contributing my share to this cause. Moreover, as t0 mount an offensive on the mark

. ^ t Tucker- ........Penelope stanbury a guest of this country myself, I feel a natural diffidence to- set by the great Waterlo° College'
Managing Typist. ■ • ■...................................... Sally Ross wards commenting adversely about my host. Notwithstanti- Our boys have seen to it that Dal-
Circulation ■ Chris Banks, Joyce Wyman, Jane MacLean, Sharon Connolly, • these inhibitions, I am going to Speak plainly about cer- housie will be known from coast- 

charlotte Davidson,^eath^orston^^^ ^ ^ tJn aspects of the Canadian scene as these appear to me. ^“wth bette'r beds art mned
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News Reporters:

Has anyone considered a fitting 
tribute to that intrepid group which 
has so recently elevated the name 
of Dalhousie to unprecedented 
heights? *

ways of this province.

The concern of the bed-hooters A

Sports Reporters:

Photography
The criticism one hears most fre- The building of a Parthenon, the 

quently in respect of Canadians endowment in the Department of 
between the two conflicting poles seems not to extend to any marked Psychology of The Bcd-Botting Pro- -rwavering

and that, in consequence, the West would positive qualities they possess, but SroTsidewa^knaüHLuW3^^!^
suffer ideological and economic, as well as rather to a lack of them. English- tribules t0 the bed-booters The

a strategic losses. They try not to think what men may be noted for their atti- Coat of arms should be changed;
It is not the usual policy Of Gazette ed- woul^ happen should the deterrence prill- tudes of superiority, Americans for the Brandenburg Eagle should be

itors to indulge in amateur commentaries on ciple but if pushed they are forced to vulgar displays of opulence, Ger- ^locatedsPdnJmai*^ ShUtT on *a
world affairs. This week, however, we have accept a preference for mass annihilation mans for being dull, humourless Beautyrest matl.ess on a Boxspring
nllntfpd mnsidenable snace to discussions on over communism. and “capable of subtlety. On the bed Perhaps we could have, chain-allotted consiaeiaoie space uu uisc-uo other side of the coin, British ten- ed to the bed, a few of the draugM-
nuclear armament and its associated prob- * * * * acity, American generosity and Ger- horses-rampant that pass for sitü-
lems. We have done SO because it seems to man inventiveness need no élabora- ^n^tQ1 consolidated graphic™

us that no other issue is so central at the Advocates of nuclear disarmament, how- tion here‘ However neither for vu- the public suspicion that Dalhousie

present time to human welfare, ihe nucleai evel. reason quite simply that without nu- noted 'ather do they ^ plate.
weapon has become the determining factor clear weapons there can be no nuclear war ied with attaining norms, something
in twentieth-century foreign policy-making, The deterrence principle may work, but for ^tablishing averages, being goûd be done to pënpetuïte to!
and the decisions of statesmen with regard them the prospect of its iailuie looms much citizeng The tendency of this trend memory of this recently evolved
to its use may weü'determine whether civil- >arger on the horizon. They dread the possi- ,towards a dull, uniform, colour. species, fuu™, Daihonsian»^

^ , , , bility of insanity in a leader, a UhO on a less average, and an incredibly
ization is to continue or died, wnetnei oui padar warning screen, or an error in com- boring rational character,
grandchildren will be normal and healthy, or munications. The continuance of the nuclear sitive attributes
deformed and cancer-ridden, whether or not, arms race for this group is sheer idiocy, serv- mJyhlbe refected uTsome degree in
in point of fact, our own lives will be shortly ing only to increase tensions and fear, to Canadian institutions. So many of

, 1 4. «.{.nt/vi Iru promote suspicion and to undermine the sin- these comprise a mediocre blend of Sri:and suddenly terminated in the disintegiat- £ " neygotiationSj not to mentien the British and American influences
ing flash of a nuclear explosion. contamination effects of testing. ÏÏSS 2dSSI to" SSaTLy

, distinctively and originally Cana-
Even assuming there Will be no errors, dian qualities. Politics are scream-

rare occasion

In God We Trust
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BOB SCAMMELL 
Law II.
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... help ...

I am a third year student at the 
college. I remember two years ago 
somebody told me that there was a 
fellow student in the campus who 
travelled all across the Dominion by 
hitch-hicking during the summer. 
I really admire his adventure. For 
some personal affairs I wish to 
know him, but I know not enough

It may well be that the problem is an
insoluble one. Certainly it seems impossible the disarmament advocates point out that ingiy dull. On the

&S, sssysto z
the basis of a temporary technical lead, and

Jr
to make a decision either to disarm or to con
tinue the arms race and be sure of the out
come, for disaster could be the result of 
either course; that is, we might have a nu
clear war and be blown up, or we could be 
over-run by a foreign power we find dis
agreeable. Some of the arguments proposed 
by either side of the nuclear-policy issue are 
as follows :

Possibly as a psychological coun- find out the name and graduation 
decide in its brief period of immunity to end ter to such charges Canadians have year of this student, 
the fear-filled dilemma once and for all by developed a remarkable capacity to
wiping the enemy out completely. And while E^founS^Thmûg^cînada 
they may see some hope that the two major House in London, by radio, tele
powers will continue to be “reasonable,” they vision and word of mouth
shudder at the thought of emotion-packed ^ng EndRsslTan^b ad bnauseam ners, on average, are appalling, 
and strife-torn nations like Israel developing are we reminded of the limitless There is little, if any, spirit of ad- 
nuclear programs. This threat seems particu- wealth, the endless resources, dy- venture abroad in Canadian youth. 

. larly keen in view of recent scientific discov- namic spirit, etc. of this vigorous, On the contrary adventure for its
Those favouring the continued expansion eries ;n Germany, which may so cheapen nu- ![0”‘n'ere"' Canld^ it £°n- SSta

of nuclear stock-piles opeiate upon the pun- clear processes that any backwoods state can fronts a vb5itor stdi immersed in beyond a football trip to Acadia,
ciple of nuclear deterrence. They argue that have its own stockpile. the wages of propaganda and reel- while Montreal represents a real
,, ,, , „ . , , , ij. ir.„ frrim thp riiohps challenge. As early middle-age ap-
the threat of atomic or hydrogen retaliation Sooner or later thev argue one or the ” proaches, unhealthy generations

oOOne 0 late , y g , - Certainly no great wealth is evi- drop like flies to heart-attack or
other bloc must fall back on trust. dent. In fact what strikes one, espe- cancer.

cially in comparison to Western 
Europe, is the enormous widespread
and very real poverty. Acres of sources (for which God rather than
trash-littered slums abound espe- Canadians should .take credit) is
cially in the cities of Quebec Prov- somehow equated with rational
ince and the Maritimes. As ithe greatness. This attitude overlooks

are a direct result of the nuclear threat itself, of the dilemma. There are other aspects— rural vista unf0ids the visitor is the fact that the real greatness of a
They will maintain that unilateral disarma- economic social, political, moral, religious, confrmXrZtort lï pS? — 
ment in, say, the United States would only ideological. gaudy Coca-Cola signs, alternating the Greek nor the Roman civiliza-
encourage the eastern bloc to “walk into” And this is why the Gazette is here tak- ^th ramshackle and half derelict bornsth^rpeg^tn^s_ ^kew^ the 
the defenseless territory of the “West” to es- ing the coward’s way out, presenting the d more recently acquired greatness of
tablish a foreign Dictatorship of the Prole- problem, but suggesting no solution. We ^ what ^ Britain, and^e^umted

don t know one. We do know that we would t-er tradition? What of the healthy, through the possession of great 
prefer Soviet domination to complete anni- fresh-air, adventurous, six-footers; natural wealth. Wealth existed, but 
hilation. No civilization is, after all, perma- brave, daring, spirited, yet invar- as a comcommittant to and as a 
nnnt AnniVi'ilnhmna wnulrl hp iably chivalrous in the frontier product of a fund of human geniusnent. Alimmiauons wuuiu ue. tradition? Here perhaps lies the and character. Afflunece provided

t-, . , ,, .1 __ •__ greatest disappointment of all, for by Nature is not to be confusedBut as long as the possibility lemains -n corripariS0n with that of other with greatness of spirit provided by
They will argue, too, that such a disarma- that deterence might work, hopeful mdeci- lands, the youth of Canada appears men, and in this latter can alone

’ ’ sion will prevail. thin, unhealthy, pale and anaemic, lay the touch of greatness of a na-
nurtured on soft drinks, cigarettes, tion. 
chocolate bars and late nights. Man-

*-HENRY CHENG 
25 Henry Street 
Halifax.

the

* * * *

against an aggressor is sufficient in itself to 
prevent an opening of hostilities. They may 
claim that the recent Soviet concessions to

I»
Possession of great natural re-

* * * *

the concept of communism “evolving” from 
capitalism, so that war may not be necessary, But this is merely the shadowed outline

►

tariat. Multilateral nuclear disarmament is 
equally dangerous from this point of view be
cause the “West” is hopelessly behind in the 
field of conventional arms.

*

ment program would undermine any western 
allegiance in those areas of the world still That is the tragedy of the issue. (continued on page seven)


